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Abstract—Dynamic spectrum access networks are designed to
allow today’s bandwidth-hungry “secondary devices” to share
spectrum allocated to legacy devices, or “primary users.” The
success of this wireless communication model relies on the avail-
ability of unused spectrum and the ability of secondary devices
to utilize spectrum without disrupting transmissions of primary
users. While recent measurement studies have shown that there is
sufficient underutilized spectrum available, little is known about
whether secondary devices can efficiently make use of avail-
able spectrum while minimizing disruptions to primary users.
In this paper, we present the first comprehensive study on the
presence of “usable” spectrum in opportunistic spectrum access
systems, and whether sufficient spectrum can be extracted by
secondary devices to support traditional networking applications.
We use for our study fine-grain usage traces of a wide spectrum
range (20 MHz–6 GHz) taken at four locations in Germany, the
Netherlands, and Santa Barbara, CA. Our study shows that on
average, 54% of spectrum is never used and 26% is only partially
used. Surprisingly, in this 26% of partially used spectrum, sec-
ondary devices can utilize very little spectrum using conservative
access policies to minimize interference with primary users.
Even assuming an optimal access scheme and extensive statistical
knowledge of primary-user access patterns, a user can only extract
between 20%–30% of the total available spectrum. To provide
better spectrum availability, we propose frequency bundling,
where secondary devices build reliable channels by combining
multiple unreliable frequencies into virtual frequency bundles.
Analyzing our traces, we find that there is little correlation of
spectrum availability across channels, and that bundling random
channels together can provide sustained periods of reliable trans-
mission with only short interruptions.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio, measurement, software radio,
wireless communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ADIO spectrum is perhaps the wireless industry’s most
valuable asset. The deployment and growth of any wire-

less network depend on the amount of spectrum it can access.
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Despite its recognized value, current policies on spectrum distri-
bution are highly inefficient. Spectrum frequency ranges are as-
signed statically to wireless carriers in long-term leases, gener-
ally ignoring market demands that vary significantly over time.
Over the years, the large majority of frequency ranges have been
assigned, leaving little room for new technologies or growth.
Meanwhile, demands for previously assigned frequencies have
dropped significantly, leaving most ranges woefully underuti-
lized at an average of 5% of capacity [1].
Opportunistic and dynamic spectrum access is a new access

model designed to “extract” unused spectrum from allocated but
underutilized frequencies, supporting newcomer traffic without
affecting existing owners. In this model, wireless devices that
need spectrum locate and “opportunistically (re)use” unused
frequencies ranges. These “secondary” devices take great pre-
caution to avoid disrupting original or “primary” users and im-
mediately exit the frequency whenever they detect traffic from
primary users. Through this carefully planned access model,
secondary devices can increase spectrum utilization with zero
or bounded disruptions to existing owners. Note that compared
to more liberal spectrum access rules [2], this “conservative”
access model is easier to implement and much more likely to
gain acceptance with regulators and primary users.
The success of the dynamic spectrum access model de-

pends heavily on both the availability of unused spectrum and
whether secondary devices can efficiently extract and utilize
them. While a number of measurement studies have measured
and modeled the availability of unused spectrum [3]–[8], the
community has generally overlooked the second factor and
optimistically assumed that secondary devices can always
efficiently utilize available spectrum. Despite its importance,
little is known about whether secondary devices can efficiently
make use of available spectrum, given the hard constraints of
avoiding disruptions to primary users. This is understandable
since such a study requires access to a fine-grained measure-
ment trace of spectrum usage, which has not been available
until recently.
In this paper, we present the first comprehensive study of per-

formance in opportunistic spectrum access systems that limit
disruptions to unpredictable primary users. Our goal is to un-
derstand whether dynamic spectrum access can provide reliable
spectrum to secondary users while respecting hard disruption
limits that protect primary-user transmissions. Our study can
address key concerns about the feasibility of supporting tradi-
tional network applications in this new model by performing
a deep analysis of a large collection of spectrum usage mea-
surements. These measurements are taken from four locations
across the globe: two in Germany, one in the Netherlands, and
one in Santa Barbara, CA. Each measurement uses a spectrum
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analyzer to sweep a range of radio frequencies between 20 MHz
and 6 GHz for a period of 2–7 days, capturing the raw energy
level observed on each of the 200-kHz frequency channels at a
periodic interval of 0.65 or 1.8 s. These results capture, at a very
fine granularity, when specific radio frequencies are occupied by
primary users in the measurement area. This dataset is unique in
its combination of wide frequency coverage (20 MHz–6 GHz),
measurement length (one week for three of the locations), and
measurement frequency (one sweep per 1.8 or 0.65 s compared
to 75 s of prior studies [5]). We extract from them spectrum
occupancy traces (occupied or free) across a large set of fre-
quencies, covering 5922 wireless channels and a total of more
than 5 billion data points for analysis. While four locations are
in no way representative of spectrum usage in general, these
measurements do provide initial insights into whether oppor-
tunistic spectrum access has the potential to support traditional
networking applications.
Our analysis of spectrum availability (Section III) confirms

that most assigned frequencies are heavily underutilized. Out
of 5922 channels analyzed, an average of 26% (or 1267 chan-
nels) were partially occupied (5%–95% occupancy). We are
primarily interested in evaluating dynamic spectrum access on
these channels since other channels are either fully occupied
(20% of our dataset, or 1317 channels) or can be statically allo-
cated as free channels (54%) of our dataset, or 3338 channels.
We also observe that spectrum availability varies significantly
based on the frequency range and measurement location. More
importantly, short-term availability varies significantly across
time, and both idle duration and busy periods show high vari-
ance. This highly variable spectrum availability poses signifi-
cant challenges to secondary devices, making it harder to access
and utilize a channel while respecting a fixed limit of disruptions
to primary users.
In Section IV, we use these spectrum traces to compare

the performance of two “optimal” opportunistic access mech-
anisms: one scheme where secondary devices have zero
knowledge of primary-user patterns, and one where secondary
devices have accurate statistical knowledge of the primary-user
accesses [9]. We are shocked to find that, even with accurate
statistical knowledge of primary-user accesses, secondary
devices can only extract 20%–30% of the available spectrum
under a reasonable disruption limit of 10%, and less than 10%
of spectrum if the disruption limit drops to 1%. In addition,
spectrum extracted from each channel is heavily fragmented
and scattered across time. As a result, the equivalent channels
available to secondary devices are highly unreliable—spectrum
access on each channel is frequently interrupted and often takes
10–100 s before being restored.
However, there is hope. We propose and evaluate frequency

bundling, where secondary devices build reliable transmission
channels by combining together multiple unreliable frequen-
cies, essentially utilizing frequency diversity to compensate
for the lack of reliability on individual channels. To evaluate
different bundling strategies, we analyze correlation between
availability patterns of different 200-kHz channels and find
little or no correlation (Section V). This availability inde-
pendence means that we can significantly improve overall
reliability by simply bundling random channel pairs together.
Experimental results from our datasets are promising. Using

Fig. 1. Illustrative example of opportunistic spectrum access. The bold line
shows the primary user (PU)’s channel occupancy. A secondary user (SU) peri-
odically senses channel to detect primary user and determine whether to access
the channel. A disruption occurs if the primary user returns in the middle of
secondary user transmissions.

a random bundling strategy, the improvement in channel re-
liability scales exponentially with the size of the bundle. For
example, bundling 5–10 randomly selected channels together
will reduce the secondary device’s blocking time by two or-
ders of magnitude. The resulting new channel enjoys average
transmission periods of 120–1300 s while being occasionally
interrupted by 2–4 s.
In summary, our study provides a first look into the feasi-

bility of accessing spectrum opportunistically while respecting
hard limits to disruptions to primary users. We show that sta-
tistical knowledge of spectrum occupancy can improve the per-
formance of opportunistic access by a factor of 2–3. Nonethe-
less, we also show that given the unpredictable nature of pri-
mary-user access, current spectrum access methods cannot pro-
vide usable channels to secondary devices. Only by bundling
multiple unreliable channels together can we provide reasonable
levels of reliability to network applications on these devices.

II. OVERVIEW

In this section, we first provide background information on
opportunistic spectrum access. We then describe the objectives
of our investigation and the datasets we use.

A. Opportunistic Spectrum Access

Opportunistic spectrum access involves two entities: primary
users or original owners of allocated but underutilized frequen-
cies, and secondary users who seek to make use of unused spec-
trum, under the hard constraints of avoiding disruptions to pri-
mary users at all costs [10], [11], [9].
Fig. 1 shows a representative example of opportunistic spec-

trum access on a partially used primary-user channel. A sec-
ondary user accesses the channel using a slotted sensing-then-
access mechanism. At the start of each slot, senses the channel
to detect whether any primary user is present, often using a RF
energy detection [12]. If the channel is occupied, does nothing
and waits until the next slot. If the channel appears to be unused,
will decide whether to access the channel in the current slot.

In order to satisfy hard primary-user disruption limits, must
carefully access the risk of using the channel because the pri-
mary user can potentially return in the middle of its transmis-
sion slot. When necessary, will give up using an idle channel
to avoid disrupting the original owner.
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TABLE I
15 ORIGINAL SPECTRUM OWNERS AND THEIR FREQUENCY RANGES (MHZ) MEASURED BY THE RWTH DATASET

B. Goals

By analyzing real-world measurements on primary-user
spectrum usage patterns, we have three key goals. First, we
wish to understand the feasibility and effectiveness of oppor-
tunistic spectrum access. More specifically, we seek to examine
the availability of both completely unused and intermittently
used spectrum. For intermittently used channels, we also
seek to examine the amount of spectrum actually accessible
to secondary devices, given the hard constraints of avoiding
disruptions to primary users.
Second, we seek to examine the role of various design de-

cisions and network factors in opportunistic spectrum access,
including the disruption limit set by the original owners, the
time granularity of spectrum access, and the type of informa-
tion available to secondary devices about the original owners.
Finally, we are interested to examine practical issues in uti-

lizing extracted spectrum to support today’s wireless services.
Because the extracted spectrum is fragmented across time and
frequency, we seek to identify ways to build reliable wireless
transmission from scattered spectrum pieces.

C. Datasets

We use two datasets in our analysis. They are unique in their
combination of wide frequency coverage, extensive measure-
ment length, and fine-grained measurement frequency.
The first dataset, used for most of the analysis, records the

received signal strength across 20 MHz–6 GHz at three loca-
tions over a period of one week. Table I lists some of the orig-
inal owners and their frequency ranges. The measurement was
performed by the Mobnets group of RWTH Aachen University,
Aachen, Germany [13]. An Agilent E4440A high-performance
spectrum analyzer with a resolution bandwidth of 200 KHz and
frequency span of 1500MHz was used [14]. The three measure-
ment sites were: 1) on a balcony of a residential building in Ger-
many (GER1); 2) inside an office building in Germany (GER2);
and 3) on a rooftop in the Netherlands (NED). At each location,
a spectrum analyzer repeatedly swept the 20-MHz–6-GHz fre-
quency range, measuring signal energy on each of the 200-kHz
frequency channels. The measurement uses a 1.8-s sweep time.
That is, any two subsequent measurements on a single channel
were 1.8 s apart. Using this dataset, we analyzed 5622 channels
corresponding to the service bands listed in Table I.
The second dataset came from our own measurements at the

University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB), over a period
of two days at the end of April 2010 when school was in ses-
sion. The goal of these measurements is to sample primary-user
access patterns at a finer granularity than the first dataset. It con-
tains the received energy strength in the 1925–1995-MHz GSM
frequency band, observed in an office trailer. We configured
a GSM1900 digital receiver (Agilent E6454C) as a spectrum
analyzer that swept the GSM frequency with a resolution of

200 kHz. Unlike a wideband spectrum analyzer, our digital ana-
lyzer only tunes to GSM frequencies. However, since it covers a
much smaller frequency range (300 channels), we can increase
the sweep frequency to once every 0.65 s.
Preprocessing: We preprocess our datasets to convert the

received signal strength traces to spectrum occupancy pat-
terns (busy or idle) on each measurement channel. To do so,
we use the energy-detection method [5], [7] and select (for
each 200-kHz measurement channel) an energy threshold of
107 dBm that is specified by the IEEE 802.22 standard for

TV bands [15]. We declare a frequency channel as occupied (or
busy) at a given time if its measured signal strength is above the
threshold. While service bands could use different thresholds
to protect their transmissions, there are no reasonable guides on
what those individual thresholds should be. Thus, we apply this
known threshold uniformly across different service bands. For
the NED location in the RWTH measurement as well as our
own UCSB measurement, we use a slightly higher threshold of
100 dBm. This is to compensate for the presence of stronger

noise floor due to the proximity to a railway station in the case
of NED (also recommended by [7]) and the presence of metal
walls and obstacles in the case of UCSB measurements.

D. Assumptions

We make a few assumptions in order to perform analysis on
the measurement datasets.
First, because both measurements sweep the frequency band

sequentially to measure a wide frequency range, they do not
capture usage activities at time granularity smaller than the
sweeping time. Thus, we set the secondary user’s access slot
size to be the same as the sweeping time. Having said that, our
results from the finer-grained UCSB data set [16] show that the
granularity of sensing interval does not impact our conclusion
on the low extraction and blocking time. In addition, we note
that the sweeping times of our datasets (1.8 s for the RWTH
dataset and 0.65 s for the UCSB dataset) are two orders of
magnitude smaller than previous measurements of 75 s [5].
Second, we capture the effect where a primary user returns

to the channel in the middle of a slot in our calculations of the
primary-user disruption rate. Specifically, if an idle slot is fol-
lowed by an occupied slot, then the primary user is likely to
arrive in the middle of the first slot. If the secondary user de-
cides to transmit in the first slot, we flag this slot as creating
a disruption to both the primary user and the secondary user.
We compute the primary-user disruption rate as the ratio of pri-
mary-user busy blocks that suffer any disruption [9].
Finally, we assume that secondary users’ sensing is accurate,

and that multiple secondary users coordinate their access to
avoid transmission collision. Since our focus is on studying
the impact of spectrum usage patterns of original owners,
we abstract multiple coexisting secondary users into a single
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Fig. 2. (a) Average spectrum availability of various service bands over the entire measurement period. The services are ordered in the ascending order of their
operating frequencies. Ample unused spectrum exists at all three locations, but the availability varies across locations and frequencies. (b) Cumulative distribution
of spectrum availability of all partially used spectrum channels, which is evenly distributed between [0.05, 0.95].

secondary link. The design and overhead of optimal spectrum
sensing and coordination protocols, although important, are out
of the scope of this paper. We refer the reader to [10], [11], and
[17]–[19] for more details on cooperative spectrum sensing and
sharing.

III. SPECTRUM AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS

The performance of opportunistic spectrum access depends
heavily on the sustained availability of unused spectrum. In this
section, using the RWTH data set, we examine in detail the
availability of spectrum, its dependency on frequencies and lo-
cations, as well as its temporal dynamics. In total, we analyzed
a one-week spectrum usage patterns (busy or idle) on each of
the 5622 frequency channels. In the following, we first describe
our findings on overall spectrum availability across frequencies
and locations, and then present observed temporal dynamics on
instantaneous spectrum availability.

A. Overall Spectrum Availability

We define spectrum availability (SA) as the percentage of
measured intervals where a channel is not occupied by existing
owners in a given time frame. While each service has its own
operating channel width, in this study we treat each 200-kHz
measurement band as a single spectrum channel.
Our study of 5622 spectrum channels corresponding to 15 se-

lected services (Table I) shows that many spectrum channels are
either completely free or partially used. Interestingly, for some
of the services (e.g., TV3, GSM1800DL, and UMTSDL), the
spectrum availability varies significantly across channels within
the same service. To examine the impact of measurement loca-
tion, Fig. 2(a) shows the spectrum availability measured at the
three locations (NED, GER1, and GER2), averaged over a pe-
riod of one week and across channels within each service band.
We make two key observations from these results. First, for

all three locations, a significant portion of allocated spectrum
is available for secondary devices. Second, the availability
varies significantly across frequencies. Very low frequencies
(TV1, Aviation, Marine, TV2) are heavily occupied, while
others experience only light and moderate usage. The cellular
uplink bands (GSM900UL, GSM1800UL, UMTSUL) are
mostly idle because their signals are significantly weaker than
those of downlink transmissions, and are thus harder to detect
even using high-end spectrum analyzers. Nevertheless, we use
these uplink measurements to examine opportunistic access,

assuming that secondary users take extra precautions on these
bands to avoid disrupting primary users, e.g., by lowering their
transmit power.
After examining each channel in detail, we found that out of

5622 channels analyzed, 1176 channels are partially occupied,
i.e., whose average spectrum availability is within [0.05, 0.95],
and 3181 channels are idle, i.e., whose availability is greater
than 0.95. In Fig. 2(b), we plot the cumulative distribution of
the spectrum availability across these partially occupied chan-
nels and see that their availability is evenly distributed between
0.05 and 0.95. In the rest of the paper, we will focus on these
partially occupied channels for which we must rely on oppor-
tunistic spectrum access to extract unused spectrum.

B. Dynamics of Available Spectrum

To understand both long- and short-term spectrum avail-
ability trends, we analyze the dynamics at two different
granularity levels. To understand day-to-day trends, we start
from dividing traces into half-hour segments and compute for
each segment the average spectrum availability. Fig. 3(a) plots
the resulting spectrum availability observed over 6 days on
three selected GSM1800DL channels with intermediate spec-
trum availability, one for each location. In this case, spectrum
availability varies significantly over time and displays a weak
1-day periodicity.
A more precise view of the channel idle/busy durations is

shown in Fig. 3(b), for NED. It represents a randomly selected
GSM1800DL channel for a period of 1 h between 11 AM and
noon. In this example, the channel busy duration varies between
1.8 and 20 s, while the idle duration varies significantly between
1.8–100 s. The large variance in idle durations, however, poses
significant challenges to secondary devices, making it harder to
access and utilize a channel while respecting a fixed limit of
disruption to original owners. We examine this challenge and
its impact in greater detail next in Section IV.

IV. PERFORMANCE OF OPPORTUNISTIC SPECTRUM ACCESS

Our analysis of real-world measurements has demonstrated
the ample scope for opportunistic spectrum access. In this sec-
tion, we investigate its performance in terms of “extracting” the
unused spectrum without disrupting original owners. As illus-
trated in Fig. 1, secondary devices sense and access spectrum
in a slotted manner. Without knowing exactly when the primary
user will return, secondary devices must take great precaution
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Fig. 3. (a) Availability, averaged every 30 min, varies significantly over 5 weekdays on randomly selected GSM1800DL channels (one per location). (b) Cumu-
lative distribution of busy and idle periods over 1 h. Large variation in idle duration poses significant challenges for opportunistic access. The GER1 and GER2
results are similar to the NED result and thus omitted.

and occasionally give up using an idle channel. As a result,
they cannot extract all the available spectrum. Using the RWTH
dataset, we seek to understand how much spectrum a secondary
device can actually obtain.
Specifically, our analysis answers three key questions.
• What is the rate of spectrum extraction? Can statistical
knowledge on primary-user spectrum usage patterns im-
prove the performance and, if so, by how much?

• Is the average spectrum availability a reliable predictor of
the amount of spectrum extracted?

• What is the usability of the extracted spectrum? How long
must a secondary user wait to access a channel and how
long does the access last?

In the following, we first describe the access strategies used
in our analysis, and then address these questions.

A. Access Strategies

Given the primary-user disruption limit and the probability
density function of primary-user idle duration, prior work has
developed optimal access strategies for opportunistic spectrum
access [9]. At a high level, a secondary user senses the channel
at the start of an access slot . If the channel is busy, does
nothing and waits until the next slot. If the channel is idle,
estimates the risk of accessing the current slot, using its past
channel observations, the primary-user idle duration statistics

and the primary-user disruption limit . It has been proved
that, using small access slots, the above strategy is optimal and
satisfies the primary-user disruption limit. Further details can be
found from [9].
We apply this optimal strategy to create two practical oppor-

tunistic access schemes.
• No knowledge-based access (NKA): This scheme requires
no knowledge about primary-user usage patterns. Sec-
ondary devices will access a channel with a probability
(the primary-user disruption limit) when sensing it idle,
leading to an extraction rate around . This is the optimal
result if the primary-user idle time follows the exponential
distribution [9].

• Statistical knowledge-based access (SKA). It assumes that
secondary devices have the exact statistical distribution of
primary-user idle time, . Such knowledge is either
provided by original owners or a third party or built by sec-
ondary devices via online/offline learning.

We note that secondary users can schedule channel access to
utilize all available spectrum if and only if they can completely
predict each primary user’s spectrum usage events. This ideal
scheme, however, is only feasible when the primary user dis-
plays a deterministic access pattern, which we did not find in
our measurement datasets. Thus, we did not consider it in our
analysis.
The SKA scheme requires an accurate statistical distribution

of primary-user idle time. Results in Section III show that the
distribution varies significantly over time, especially within the
same day. To make a fair evaluation, we apply time-series anal-
ysis to segment traces of each frequency channel into multiple
time segments, each displaying stable availability [20]. Our seg-
mentation results show that the spectrum availability of seg-
ments are stable only for a short time (80% of segments are 3 h
in length).

B. Spectrum Extraction Rate

For each partially used channel, we measure the spectrum ex-
traction rate as the ratio between the amount of spectrum actu-
ally obtained by secondary devices and the amount of available
spectrum. By default, the primary-user disruption limit .
SKA Versus NKA: Fig. 4 plots, for each of the 15 services, the

one-week average of the spectrum extraction rate. Without any
knowledge on primary-user idle time, NKA’s extraction rate is
roughly 10% (due to ). SKA, on the other hand, im-
proves the extraction rate by 2–3 times. This demonstrates the
benefits of having statistical knowledge of the primary-user ac-
cess patterns.
A disappointing observation is that even with accurate statis-

tical knowledge on primary-user access patterns, the average ex-
traction rate is only 15%–35%. To further explore this problem,
we also plot in Fig. 5 the cumulative distribution of SKA’s ex-
traction rate among all the segments of partially occupied chan-
nels. Across all locations, the median extraction rate is 19%, and
80% of the segments can produce no more than 37% extraction
rate.
The low effectiveness can be attributed to two factors: 1) the

spectrum usage patterns are highly random and hard to predict,
so without a reliable estimation on channel idle duration, sec-
ondary devices are forced to be overly conservative; or 2) the
access slot used by secondary devices is too large, forcing them
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Fig. 4. Spectrum extraction rate with no knowledge (NKA) and statistical knowledge (SKA). The results are averaged over all segments for each service over a
week. For GER1 and GER2, some services have no data because they do not have any partially available frequency channels. NKA only extracts 10% of available
spectrum due to the 0.1 primary-user disruption limit. SKA increases the extraction rate to 15%–35%.

Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of extraction rate of the SKA
scheme for all segments across all services. For all locations, 80% of segments
only get up to 37% extraction rate despite accurate statistical knowledge.

to being overly conservative. The first reason has been con-
firmed by the highly random distribution of primary-user idle
time, shown in Fig. 3(b). A related study has also confirmed
the difficulty in predicting primary-user access patterns [7]. The
second reason, however, is that it is impossible to verify without
the ground truth on primary-user spectrum usage patterns—the
RWTH dataset is measured at the same 1.8-s intervals, pre-
venting us from pinpointing the exact primary-user arrival and
departure time that are required to evaluate the performance of
systems using smaller slot sizes. In [16], we show that because
original owners display highly random access patterns, reducing
slot sizes helps but does not eliminate the need for conservative
spectrum access. Thus, the problem of low extraction rate still
remains.

C. Available Versus Extracted Spectrum

Our second question is whether the average spectrum
availability is a reliable predictor of the amount of spectrum
extracted. Answering this question is particularly important
because many existing studies have been using the average
spectrum availability to evaluate opportunistic access. Using
the RWTH dataset, we reevaluate this claim by examining the
relationship between the amount of spectrum extracted and the
amount of spectrum available.
We first plot the extraction rate as a function of the av-

erage spectrum availability. Using the segments discussed in
Section IV-B, Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the spectrum extraction
rate for all the GSM1800DL segments at NED, as a function

of the average spectrum availability of each segment. As
expected, NKA extracts about 10% available spectrum due
to the 0.1 primary-user disruption limit. The results display
some small variations, especially at low availability values.
This is because some segments have fewer idle periods where
the performance of a random access scheme like NKA does
not converge to its expected value of 10%. Nevertheless, the
extraction rate remains stable for all the availability values.
SKA’s extraction rate, however, shows significant variance,

especially at high spectrum availability regions. This is not
triggered by the lack of idle instances, but the large variations
in the distribution of primary-user idle time. While many seg-
ments display similar average availability, their primary-user
idle time distributions and access strategies are significantly
different, leading to notably large difference in their extraction
rates. Overall, we observe a weak relationship between the
extraction rate and the average availability.
Next, we compare the amount of spectrum extracted to the

amount of spectrum available. Intuitively, a channel with larger
availability will produce more usable spectrum using oppor-
tunistic access, which has been widely used to evaluate oppor-
tunistic access [4], [21]. Our results in Fig. 6(c) show that such
a claim can be problematic. Again we observe significant vari-
ance in terms of the actual amount of spectrum extracted, partic-
ularly at high availability values. For example, for GSM1800DL
at NED, the uncertainty (standard deviation/mean) of using the
availability to predict the extracted spectrum is 36%. There-
fore, an important conclusion from our analysis is that spectrum
availability is no longer a sole metric to evaluate opportunistic
spectrum access. One must also examine the access strategy as
well as the primary-user idle time distribution when comparing
two frequency channels.

D. Usability of Extracted Spectrum

We also wish to understand the feasibility of using extracted
spectrum channels to serve traditional wireless applications. To
do so, we examine the statistical patterns of the channel service
and blocking time experienced by secondary devices. For each
frequency channel, the service time defines the time a secondary
user can continuously access the channel while the blocking
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Fig. 6. Scatter plots of spectrum extraction rates of GSM1800DL at NED with 0.1 primary-user disruption limit. (a) NKA leads to roughly 10% extraction rate.
(b) SKA becomes more effective when the spectrum availability increases, although there is significant variance at higher availability values. (c) However, the
spectrum availability is no longer an accurate indicator of the spectrum extracted due to the large variance at high availability values.

Fig. 7. Cumulative distributions of secondary user’s blocking and service
times, measured at NED location, using a 2-h segment of the channels used in
Fig. 3(b), using SKA and 0.1 primary-user disruption limit.

time defines the amount of time a secondary user must wait be-
fore accessing the channel.
Fig. 7 shows the cumulative distribution of both metrics using

the same set of channels in Fig. 3(b) and the SKA scheme. Com-
paring this result to that of Fig. 3(b) (the raw idle and busy du-
ration of the channel), we see that the service time is one order
of magnitude smaller than the primary-user idle time, while the
blocking time is one order of magnitude larger than the pri-
mary-user busy time. While disappointing, this result is some-
what expected, given that the extraction rate of SKA is 30%.
The absolute values are not promising. Secondary users ex-

perience prolonged blocking (2–200 s) and short service time
(2–10 s). This means that secondary users have a very limited
window for transmissions and face frequent interruptions. This
type of access is unable to serve many of today’s applications.

V. FREQUENCY BUNDLING

The results in Section IV demonstrate that despite the abun-
dant availability of partially used spectrum, the amount of spec-
trum actually accessible is much smaller than expected. More
importantly, the extracted spectrum is heavily fragmented and
scattered across time. Thus, the equivalent channels available to
secondary devices are highly unreliable.
In this section, we examine the feasibility of building reli-

able transmission channels by combining together multiple un-
reliable frequencies, utilizing frequency diversity to compensate

for the lack of reliability on individual channels. We refer to this
method as frequency bundling.
Frequency bundling is both feasible in practice and attractive

to primary and secondary users. Recent advances in radio hard-
ware design make frequency bundling practical for secondary
users. New frequency-agile radios can combine noncontiguous
frequency channels to form a single transmission [22]. This
bundling can be performed either before allocation by a primary
user or spectrum regulator, or after allocation by the secondary
users themselves. In the second case, care must be taken to avoid
bundling contention between secondary users.
Challenges: Frequency bundling faces two key challenges.

First, how should secondary users choose and group channels?
To reduce blocking time, one should group channels that com-
plement each other in time, i.e., negatively correlated in their
spectrum usage patterns. This motivates us to examine the corre-
lation across channels using our measurement dataset. Second,
given a bundle of frequency channels, how should we design
multichannel secondary access mechanisms that effectively uti-
lize these channels? We address these questions in Section V-A
and V-B, respectively, and examine the bundling performance
in Section V-C.

A. Correlation Among Frequency Channels

In searching for bundling strategies, we start by examining
the correlation among frequency channels in terms of their pri-
mary-user spectrum usage patterns. For this task, we again use
the RWTH dataset because of its extensive coverage of fre-
quency channels. We divide each channel trace into multiple
1-h segments and compute pairwise correlation among the chan-
nels by individual segments. We do not use our segmentation
mechanism from Sections III and IV here because it produces
variable-length segments among channels that cannot be used
to calculate time-domain correlation. We study correlation be-
tween channels within the same service as well as across adja-
cent services, considering that frequency-agile radios are likely
to combine channels in close proximity.
We use two metrics to quantify correlation: Pearson’s corre-

lation coefficient [23] and mutual information [24]. Pearson’s
coefficient ranges from 1 to 1, where 1 indicates strong neg-
ative correlation, 1 indicates strong positive correlation, and 0
indicates independency when and are jointly normal [23].
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Fig. 8. (a), (b) Pairwise correlation of GSM1800DL channels at NED across different hours of the day. Both (a) correlation coefficient and (b) mutual information
are close to 0. (c) Correlation coefficient as a function of frequency separation. Adjacent channels are highly correlated due to imperfect alignment between
measurement and service channels.

Fig. 9. Percentage of pairs with correlation coefficient between and mutual information between at NED. A high percentage of channel pairs
have very low correlation both within a service and across services.

While capturing both positive and negative correlation, this
metric can only detect linear dependency. Mutual information
ranges from 0 to 1, where it is 0 if and only if and are
independent. Unlike correlation coefficient, this metric detects
general dependency.
Results: Our analysis on the RWTH dataset shows that

channels display little dependency unless they are adjacent in
frequency. As an illustrative example, Fig. 8(a) and (b) plots
both correlation metrics over a day using all the GSM1800DL
channels at NED. We segment the 24-h duration into 24 1-h
segments, and for each hour calculate the pairwise correlation
among all the channel pairs. We show our results by the median,
5%, and 95% values of the channel pairs. We see that all these
values are close to 0, indicating minimum correlation between
channels.
Fig. 8(c) shows a detailed trace of the correlation coefficient

as a function of frequency separation. Again it shows that un-
less the two channels are adjacent to each other, there is no sign
of strong correlation. The strong correlation among close pairs
(those separated by less than 400 KHz) can be explained by two
reasons. First, while the RWTH measurement channels are of
the same width as the GSM1800 service channels (200 kHz),
they are, however, not perfectly aligned with the GSM1800 ser-
vice channels. Thus, adjacent measurement channels may map
to the same service channel and hence appear heavily corre-
lated. Second, adjacent channels can produce cross-band in-
terference to each other, which makes them inherently corre-
lated. The same was found from our UCSB GSM measurement
results.
We have examined other services over different time periods,

and the results show very similar trends. To illustrate the general

trend across all the services, in Fig. 9 we show the portion of
channel pairs with correlation coefficient between [ 0.1, 0.1]
and mutual information between [0, 0.1]. In addition to con-
sidering channel pairs within each service, we also include the
result of channel pairs across adjacent services. We see that the
majority of channel pairs, either within the same or adjacent ser-
vices, display very little correlation. The correlation result is ser-
vice-dependent because each service has different transmission
properties and service channel width.
Summary of Findings: Our analysis on pairwise channel cor-

relation leads to two key findings.
• Most of the channel pairs, either within a service or be-
tween adjacent services, display little correlation.

• Frequency channel pairs that are adjacent in frequency dis-
play relatively high correlation.

These results imply that opportunistic spectrum access across a
frequency range will produce multiple channels with little cor-
relation in their available spectrum patterns.

B. Bundling Frequency Channels

The availability independency across channels means that we
can significantly improve overall reliability by simply bundling
random channel pairs together. In the following, we first de-
scribe three candidate methods to access channels in a bundle,
and then present our method for forming channel bundles.
Using Frequency Bundles: We propose three usage models,

each mapping to a specific radio configuration and application
type.
• Channel Switching (for simplified hardware): We consider
secondary users withWi-Fi-like radios that can only access
a single channel, but can switch between channels on the
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Fig. 10. Performance of 2-channel frequency bundling from all the 15 services at the NED location. Redundancy experiences the lowest blocking time, and
Multiplexing enjoys the highest extracted spectrum. Yet for 70+% of bundles, Redundancy has similar extracted spectrum asMultiplexing. This is because of (c) the
nonlinearity between the improvement in available spectrum and those in effective spectrum availability. (a) Blocking time. (b) Extracted spectrum. (c) Extracted
spectrum versus availability.

fly. In this model, each user switches to another channel
in the bundle when the current channel becomes busy or
too risky to access. One artifact of this model is that be-
cause secondary users cannot monitor each channel contin-
uously, they cannot use SKA, which requires the channel
usage history. Instead, they can only use NKA and extract
less spectrum.

• Channel Redundancy (for maximum reliability): In this
model, secondary users can sense and communicate on
multiple channels simultaneously. To maximize transmis-
sion reliability and minimize blocking time, this model
sends the same data stream on all the idle channels in
the bundle. When a channel becomes blocked, it skips the
data stream. Because secondary users can sense and mon-
itor each channel, they use SKA to access each channel
independently. This model focuses on maximizing relia-
bility—unless all the channels are inaccessible, secondary
users can communicate continuously.

• Channel Multiplexing (for maximum bandwidth): This
model also accesses multiple channels simultaneously
using individual SKA, but multiplexes the data stream
across current idle channels without any redundancy.
Different from the Redundancy model, the effective trans-
mission bandwidth varies over time.

Forming Frequency Bundles: We choose a random bundling
method. It takes as input, , the bundle size, and randomly
selects channels from the channel pool to form a bundle.
We choose this method because of two reasons. First, the best
strategy to minimize blocking time for all three models is to
combine channels that complement each other, i.e., negatively
correlated. Yet, because the majority of channel pairs show
no sign of correlation, random bundling wins due to its sim-
plicity. Second, we use random bundling to understand the
performance trend of opportunistic access with different bundle
sizes and to evaluate practical situations where secondary users
have a small pool of channels for bundling. We only consider
partially used channels for bundling since adding idle channels
simply increases the bundle capacity by a fixed amount.

C. Bundling Performance

Using the RWTH data set, we evaluate the effectiveness
of frequency bundling by combining channels from the same

services. We divide a 1-day trace into 1-h segments, randomly
bundle channels together, and simulate the three usage models
on each segment. As usual, we only consider channels with
daily average availability within [0.05, 0.95] and assume a
primary-user disruption limit of .
We evaluate frequency bundling by the resulting channel’s

blocking time and bundling efficiency. In this case, the blocking
time of a frequency bundle is the duration where all the channels
are busy or too risky to access. Bundling efficiency is defined
as the ratio of extracted spectrum when the channels are bun-
dled together to when the channels are accessed independently.
Note that bundling efficiency for Multiplexing is 1. Finally, we
primarily included the results of SKA scheme in this section
because the performance trends from using NKA scheme were
similar to that of SKA.
2-Channel Bundling: Fig. 10(a)–(b) plots the cumulative

distribution of the secondary user’s blocking time and ex-
tracted spectrum using 2-channel bundles. We compare the
performance of Single-channel, Switching, Redundancy, and
Multiplexing. The performance of Single-channel is the mean
of the two channels bundled together. Fig. 10(a) shows that
Redundancy has the least blocking time by utilizing every avail-
able channel to avoid blockage. On the other hand, Switching
experiences 16 s blocking time. This is because Switching
uses NKA due to lack of continuous channel monitoring. With
a 0.1 primary-user disruption limit, on average its users will be
blocked by 90% of time, or a blocking time of s.
On the other hand, if we extend Switching to monitor each
channel continuously, its performance will approach that of
Redundancy for the 2-channel case.
Fig. 10(b) examines the actual spectrum extracted from these

bundles. As expected, Multiplexing extracts the largest amount
of spectrum by avoiding redundancy across channels. Yet sur-
prisingly, Redundancy performs similarly to Multiplexing for
70% of the bundles. This is due to the nonlinear mapping be-
tween spectrum available and spectrum extracted [Section IV,
Fig. 6(c)]. While Multiplexing improves the effective spectrum
availability, its improvement in the spectrum extracted is lim-
ited. We confirm this hypothesis in Fig. 10(c), plotting the im-
provement in extracted spectrum as a function of the improve-
ment in the effective spectrum availability. Even after adding
0.8 (or a raw 160 kHz) to the effective availability, the actual
extraction improvement is only 20–30 kHz.
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Fig. 11. Impact of bundle size on (a) average blocking time and (b) service time, using random bundling and the Redundancy model, for six services over a period
of 1 day. The improvement in both blocking time and service time scales exponentially with the bundle size .

Fig. 12. Impact of bundle size on average bundling efficiency of (a) Channel Switching and (b) Redundancy models. For both models, bundling efficiency de-
creases with bundle size because of the increase in the overlap of idle slots among the channels. Channel switching has relatively lower bundling efficiency because
it uses a random exponential access scheme.

Impact of Bundle Size: Next, we investigate how the perfor-
mance of frequency bundling scales with the size of the bundle.
Using the same pool of channels, we vary the bundle size
between 2 and 10 and measure the resulting secondary user
blocking time, service time, extracted spectrum, and bundling
efficiency.
Results for the Redundancy model in Fig. 11 show that

bundling can effectively reduce blocking time and increase
service time. In fact, a linear increase in the bundling size
leads to one order of magnitude reduction in blocking time and
improvement in service time. As increases beyond 5, the
performance quickly converges because additional channels do
not offer any new availability. These results clearly demonstrate
the effectiveness of frequency bundling.
The absolute values of average blocking and service times

look very promising. For the six services shown in this re-
sult, bundling channels randomly creates a pseudo
single channel that enjoys on average a prolonged service time
of 120–1300 s and occasionally 2–4-s interruptions. These
numbers are almost two orders of magnitude better than the
single-channel performance.
Fig. 12 plots the bundling efficiency for various bundle sizes

for Channel Switching and Redundancy models. For both usage
models, bundling efficiency decreases with increase in bundle
size. This is because as more channels are added to the bundle,
the overlap of idle slots increases. However, overlapping idle
slots does not contribute to extracted spectrum in Channel
Switching and Redundancy models. Channel Switching has
very low bundling efficiency [Fig. 12(a)] because it has to
resort to NKA scheme when accessing any given channel,
whereas SKA scheme can be used when accessing channels
independently. Redundancy model has a high average bundling
efficiency of 0.7 [Fig. 12(b)], even with five channels in the

bundle. This shows that our simple random bundling strategy
works well in practice.

D. Summary of Findings

Our analysis in this section leads to two key findings.
• In terms of their spectrum availability patterns, the ma-
jority of frequency channel pairs in our dataset (200 kHz
in size) display little correlation, unless they are adjacent
in frequency.

• Frequency bundling can effectively build reliable and
high-performance frequency channels from multiple
unreliable channels. Even with random bundling, the
improvement in the secondary user’s service and blocking
time scales exponentially with the bundle size.

VI. RELATED WORK

We classify the related work into spectrum measurement
studies and opportunistic spectrum access.
Spectrum Measurements: Several measurement campaigns

have studied spectrum occupancy across the globe [3]–[8].
All of them have discovered significant opportunities for op-
portunistic spectrum access. An extensive measurement on
30-MHz–3-GHz frequency bands at six US locations [3] iden-
tified a maximum 13% spectrum occupancy. Measurements
on the 2006 Football World Cup at two Germany locations
show significant variations in spectrum usage before, during,
and after the match. Significant variance was also found on
cellular network’s spectrum usage, using call logs over three
weeks [8]. A recent measurement study at four Chinese loca-
tions detects strong dependency across frequency channels and
applies a pattern-matching algorithm to predict channel state
from past observations [5]. Finally, the Mobnets group from
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RWTH performed extensive measurements at three European
locations [7].
Our work differs from existing works by examining the actual

spectrum accessible to secondary users without violating the
primary-user disruption limit. Even with accurate knowledge
of primary-user access statistics, we show that the accessible
spectrum is significantly less than the available spectrum. We
then propose and evaluate frequency bundling that builds high-
quality transmissions out ofmany scattered spectrum fragments.
Different from [5], our analysis shows that channels are mostly
independent in their spectrum occupancy patterns. These differ-
ences might be attributed to two factors: 1) differences in usage
at different measurement sites; and 2) inclusion of completely
busy and idle channels in [5] during correlation calculation.
Opportunistic Spectrum Access: Research efforts in this

area have developed both analytical access strategies and
models [9], [25]–[27] as well as practical algorithms and
systems [28]–[30]. They have motivated us to consider prac-
tical opportunistic access systems and to quantify the actual
accessible spectrum. While most of these works either assume
analytical models on primary-user access patterns or focus on
realizing sensing and accessing in real systems, our work offers
a complementary study that uses real-world measurement traces
to understand the feasibility and effectiveness of opportunistic
spectrum access.

VII. CONCLUSION

Little is known about how well secondary devices in dy-
namic spectrum networks can make use of the partially uti-
lized channels occupied by primary users. We present in this
paper the first comprehensive study on the level of “usable”
spectrum available to secondary devices while respecting hard
limits on disruptions to primary users. Our analysis of extensive
fine-grain spectrum usage traces shows that even with exten-
sive statistical knowledge on primary-user access patterns, and
while running optimal algorithms, secondary devices can only
extract 20%–30% of available spectrum in a channel. While
this means current access schemes cannot provide usable chan-
nels to support traditional applications, we can regain reason-
able levels of reliability by bundling multiple unreliable chan-
nels together. Our analysis shows very little to no correlation
in spectrum usage patterns across channels, which leads us to
choose a simple random frequency-bundling scheme. We also
show that performing fine-grain extensive spectrum measure-
ment is critical to understanding the performance and limita-
tions of opportunistic spectrum access, and that the granularity
of current measurements is not enough to fully capture original
owner’s spectrum usage variations.
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